My Favorite Shortcuts

G  Library Grid view
E  Library Loupe view
N  Library Survey view
C  Library Compare view (not crop!)
D  Develop Module
Tab  hides and reveals left and right panels
Shift-Tab  hides and reveals both the panels and filmstrip
Ctl/Cmd Z:  Undo last step (hit multiple times to go back multiple steps)
Z  Zooms in and out (Library and Develop)
Ctl/Cmd +/-  zooms in and out (Library and Develop)
Space bar  hand tool (Library and Develop)
I  Display information about the image (hit once or twice to get different info) - Library and Develop.
\  Grid view: hides and reveals the Library filter bar at the top.
P, X, U  Flags: Pick, Reject, Unflag
0-5  Assign 0 to 5 stars to your image
6-9  Assign colors to your image.
B  Assigns the selected image to the Quick Collection/ Target Collection
Alt/Opt through 9: Assigns keyword in keyword set (of 9)
T  Hides/reveals toolbar
F  Full Screen mode toggle on/off
L  Lights Out toggle on/off (not Loupe view!)
J  Cycle Grid View Style (Expanded and Collapsed Views)
Ctl/Cmd-Shift-M  Launch email (Lightroom 5 only)

Develop:
R  Crop tool (not the Reject flag!)
K  Adjustment brush
O  In the adjustment brush, graduated filter, radial filter: toggle on/off the mask overlay (shows where you have painted)
Q  Spot removal tool
V  Convert to black and white
A  Toggle Visualize Spots feature on/off in spot removal tool
\  Toggle Before/After
Y  Toggle Before/After side-by-side
X  Rotate the crop frame
O  In crop: toggle on/off crop overlays
' (apostrophe)  Flip graduated filter

**Page Down:**
when you are zoomed in, page down will step through your image, top to bottom, left to right

[ , ]  reduce, increase brush size (spot removal tool, red eye, and adjustment brush)
S  toggle Soft Proofing on/off
Ctl/Cmd-E  Edit in Photoshop

**Videos:**
space bar  play / stop

**LR CC/6 Only**

**Face Tagging**
O  Library People View (Face Tagging)
Shift-O  Puts cursor in name field of selected face
Alt/Opt-Drag  Drag on stack previews all faces in stack
S  Expands/Collapses stack of faces
S  Hold down to expand stack, let go to collapse

**Photomerge**(note that it is Ctl even on Macs!):
Ctl-H  Launch Photo Merge HDR
Ctl-M  Launch Photo Merge Panorama
Ctl-Shift-H  Runs HDR in Headless mode (bypassing dialog)
Ctl-Shift-M  Runs Panorama in headless mode (bypassing dialog)

*Go to Help > ... Module Shortcuts (or Ctl or Cmd /) to see more!*